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Gantz/25 by Hiroya Oku Hiroya Oku (å¥¥ æµ©å“‰ Oku Hiroya, born September 16, 1967 in Fukuoka, Fukuoka) is a mangaka who is the creator of Gantz,
Zero-One and HEN, all of which have been serialized in Young Jump. He has finished working on his most renowned manga, Gantz, which began in July 2000.
Gantz Volume 25: Hiroya Oku, Chris Warner ... - amazon.com Gantz Volume 25 [Hiroya Oku, Chris Warner] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. VICTORY OR OBLIVION! As the Osaka Gantz team falls to the alien monster boss, Kaze of the Tokyo team takes the fight to the super-beast to save the
mortally wounded little Takeshi. But even the powerful Kaze is no match for the shape-shifting fiend. Full Gantz Book Series by Hiroya Oku - Thriftbooks The Gantz
book series by Hiroya Oku includes books Gantz/1, Gantz/2, Gantz/3, and several more. See the complete Gantz series book list in order, box sets or omnibus
editions, and companion titles.

Gantz Series by Hiroya Oku - Goodreads Gantz Series. 37 primary works â€¢ 38 total works. ... Action, Adult, Drama, Horror, Mature, Mystery, Romance, Sci-fi,
Seinen, Tragedy Related Series: Gantz no Moto - Oku Hiroya to SF Eiga Monogatari (Spin-Off) Gantz:G (Side Story) Summary: Somewhere in Tokyo, there is a
room. In that room is a black sphere. ... Gantz/25. by Hiroya Oku. Gantz/1 book by Hiroya Oku - Thriftbooks Buy a cheap copy of Gantz/1 book by Hiroya Oku.
How long will you stay in the game? ... But in the hands of Hiroya Oku, writer and digital artist, Gantz is one of the genre's most thoroughly addictive, eminently
readable entries. ... long time, and even though the Japanese run is 25+ volumes in, much remains a mystery. It doesn't matter though. Gantz Volume 25 by Oku,
Hiroya 9781595829085 | eBay Victory or oblivion As the Osaka Gantz team falls to the alien monster boss, Kaze of the Tokyo team takes the fight to the super-beast
to save the mortally wounded little Takeshi. But even the powerful Kaze is no match for the shape-shifting fiend, and the Tokyo team musters a desperate offensive
that could turn the tide.

Hiroya Oku | Gantz Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia Hiroya Oku(|å¥¥ æµ©å“‰|Oku Hiroya) born September 16, 1967 in Fukuoka, Fukuoka is a mangaka who is
the creator of Gantz, Zero-One and Hen, all of which have been serialized in Young Jump. He is currently working on Phase 3 of Gantz. Gantz - Wikipedia
Gantz/Osaka has been published in Japan (showing the stories of the Gantz Osaka team), while Gantz/Nishi has started publication (showing the life of Nishi), and
Gantz no Moto has Hiroya Oku telling the story on how he got into the manga business and what films influenced him. Gantz Omnibus Volume 1 by Hiroya Oku PenguinRandomhouse.com About Gantz Omnibus Volume 1 An erotic, science-fiction horror epic, Hiroya Okuâ€™s Gantz is a sensation in Japan, setting the bar for
outrageous, shocking, and bizarre manga, not for children or the easily offended.
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